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CHAPTER I 
A COJIPARATIVE STUDY OF THE FLASH-CARD METHOD 
WITH THE S'l'ODY-TEST JIE'l'HOD 
OF TEACHING SPELLING IN THE FOUR'l'H GRADE 
IN1RODUCTION 
1he purpose of this study is to caopare the flash-card method o-r in• 
struction with the stuey-test method of teaching spelling in grade four, to 
detemine which of these methods prove more effective. 
JUSTIFICATION OF mE PROBLDI 
Several preT.tous studies have been made relative to the above methods 
of teaching spelling, but so far, the writer finds no co:ccrete evidence where-
in either or the methods is superior over the other on all grade levels. 
-
Zyve1 says, "In spite or the evident interest in sol'Ving the problem of effi-
cient am adequate teaching and learning of spelling words, any solution up 
to the present is far from satisfactoey.• 
2 The purpose of Gilbert• s experiment was, ttto learn whether stud;y in 
spelling can be speeded up and what effect such procedure liOUld have on effi-
ciency of learning.• He further states that, "it appears probable that better 
perceptual habits would result from speeding up the study.• Russell) in his 
study agrees that, "at higher levels cards Dl&)" occasional.ly stress scme value 
lclaire T. Zyve, "An Experimental Study of Spelling Jletb.ods," Contribu-
tions to Education, 'l'eaehers College, Columbia Uni...-ersity-1 New York, 
1931, P• 1. 
~uther c. Gilbert, "Experimental Investigation ot a Flash-Card Jlethod 
ot Teaching Spelling, "El.em.entaey School Journal., Janua.ry, 1932, 
32s'337• 
3
navid T. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and CompaztY, Boston., 
19.49, P• ll5. 
of speedy and accurate perception." 
1he need for more word in the experimental teaching of spelling was 
clearly stated in the Department of Superintendence Fourth Yearbook4 for 
February, 1926, in the statement that, •There is a need for additional in-
vestigations to be made to determine the relative efficiency of different 
methods of teaching spelling. • 
The basis for this experiment is to present data in an effort to deter-
mine the follmriDg factors: 
1. Which method proves more effective with two groups ot fourth grade 
pupils wi. th average abilities? 
2. Which method proves more effective in the immediate recall tests of 
these groups? 
3. llbich method proves more effective in the delayed recall tests of 
these groups? 
IJl{[TATIONS OF THE PROBLFJl 
nus experiment was carried on lli th two groups of fourth grade pupils 
at the Perry Elementary School in Brunswick, Georgia. 
1be subjects for this study imluded eighty children in number divided 
into two equal groups possessing as nearly as possible the same abilities 
for learning. 
hnepartment of Superintendence Fourth Yearbook, February, l926, Published 
'bY Department of Superintendence National ASsociation, Washington, D. c., 
126-72. 
2 
C H A P T E R II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Investigations in the field of' spelling are slowly but surely making 
advancements pertinent to better methods of instruction. Heme, it was 
not until 1926 that the flash-card method was brought into the picture. 
According to this explanation, Gilbert1 in his experimental investiga-
tion of the flash-card method of' instruction states, •So far the writer 
could discover, there is nothing in the literature of' education concerning 
experimental investigations of the relative worth of' flash-card methods of 
teaching spelling.• 
Gilbert's purpose in his study was to learn whether study in spelling 
could be speeded up and what such procedure would have on efficiency of 
learning. In his experiment with thirty-two fifth grade pupil's, Gilbert 
concluded that, 
No final statement can be made at this time in regard to the 
value of flash-card. While the present experiment serves to 
introduce these problems, in itself' it demonstrates that teach-
ing by flash-cards with a limited length of exposure has defi-
nite value in cutting down perceptual time. In the case of' sub-
jects investigated this decree was accompained by increased 
proficiency in both intermediate and delayed recall. 
Carson2 agrees with Gilbert when she says, •The use of reading machines 
and other ingenious devices for directing ey~ovement, improving the speed 
of perception of pacing reading is recommended in certain quarters.Jt 
~uther c. Gilbert, "Experimental Investigation of a Flash-card Meth-
od of' Teaching Spelling, a Elementary School Journal, January, 1932, 
32:337-51. 
2Eloise B. Carson, IJ)(echanical Methods of Increasing the Spee~ of _Read-
ing: An Experimental Study at the Third Grade Level," Contnbut~ons 
to Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1943, 
'B73:l. 
3 
Durren3 in his investigation of vinalmemory says, "Failure to re-
member visual words is the basic difficulty in English spelling. The best 
method or overcoming the visual difficulty is use of the flash-card method 
of word study. • 
Esther Bergh found in her experiment with retarded readers that the 
strip-film was perhaps the most ef'feetive device ever t.Tied. She states 
that this type of visual aid permits of a flexibility in its use. 1he cap-
ton can be read followed by a picture, or the picture can be shown, and the 
capton then read. '!he results of this device was amazing. Psychologically, 
there was a definite gain in moral, as that children had a reeling or satis-
faction and accomplishment. 
Gal~ foun::l that spelling exercises are much easier with hand-made 1an-
tern slides, in that the word may be presented to the whole group and at the 
same moment, and also 1lJB:3' be withdrawn and replaced thus insuring equal ex-
perience with the word. 
Zyve6 in her experiment furnishes definite support to Gale's state-
ment when she says, "'the use of lantern slides for the presentation of words 
gave better results than the use of the blackboard when a method which was 
the same in other respects was used.• 
3nonald D. Durrell, i?.rovement 2!, Basic Reading Abilities, World Book 
Campa~, 1940, P• £ • 
hgsther L. Berg, trU'8e or Filmstrip to Assist Retarded Readers, • Educ-
ational Screen, Screen, September, 1940, 20:281. -
5Ann v. Gale, "Teaching Spellin~ With Home-Jlade Lantern Slides,• Educ-
ational Screen, February, 1941, 20:65. -
6claire T. Zyve, "An Experimental Study of Spelling Methods,tt Contribu-
tions to Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
!931, '1156:71. 
4 
In experimenting with deaf children, Gates7 found that the success 
of the deaf indicates that much can be gained by establishing better habits 
of visual study of words in learning to spell. He also indicated that stud-
ies show that the motor presentations are of great importance and that the 
eye is far more important than the ear. 
Wolff' s8 study proved that the phonetic error seemed to indicate a need 
for emphasis on visual ;i.JDagery. She concluded that, "Success in spelling 
depends greatly on the employment of concrete and pertinent teaching proce-
dures.• 
Of the six thesis written so ·:rar at Boston University with reference 
to this study, three writers found the flash-card method statistically supe-
rior to the other methods taught. Another writer found the flash-card meth-
od to be superior in the second grade and the study-test method superior in 
the third grade. The other two writers found the study-test method superior 
over the flash-card method in their experiments. 
McCar~ in her experiment in grades two and three in 1942 states in 
her conclusion the following findings: 
1. The week b.f week comparison of methods showed a difference for each 
week in favor of the flash-card method. In the second grade, statisti cally, 
significant gains were found in the first, fourth, and fifth weeks. In the 
7 Arthur I. Gates, "Methods and Theories of Learning to Spell Tested by 
Studies of Deaf Children,n Journal~ Educational P§rehologr, 1926, 
17:289-300. 
8M. Roberta Wolff, "Study of Spelling Errors With Implications Concern-
ing Pertinent Teaching Methods,:~~ Elementary School Journal, 52:458-466. 
9 . 
M. Gertrude MeCart..hy, ucomparison of the Flash-card Method of Teaching 
Spelling With the Study-Test Method in Grades Two and Three," Unpublish-
ed master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1942. 
5 
third grade., statistically, significant gaining were found in the third 
and sixth week. 
2. A summary total results of the week by week comparison shcrtred that 
the flash-card method was superior to the study-test method in grade two by 
a difference of 13.17, with a critical ratio of 1·13 in grade three was in 
favor of the flash-card method with a critical ratio of 5.25. 
3. The results of the sixty words a week after teaching showed a dif-
ference in four out of six lessons in favor of the flash-card methed in 
grade two. In one lesson the difference was statistica~ significant. 
In grade three there was a difference in each lesson in favor of the 
flash-card method, and in five out of si:x eases the difference was statis-
ti.ca~ significant. 
4. A summary of total results of the final test of sixty words showed 
a statistically significant difference of 7.28 in favor of the flash-card 
method. In grade three the difference of 14.66, in favor of the flash-card 
method., was also statistic ally significant. 
In 1948, Catherine Brady10 made a similar study with a group of pupils 
in grade five using the flash-card method of instruction versus the Newlon-
Hanna method. She states in her conclusion that, "All of the differences 
in achievement were in favor of the experimental (nash-card) method group." 
She states farther that, "From all the results in this study it would . seem 
that using the flash-card method of teaching., and selecting words from the 
reading work is superior to other methods for boys at the fifth grade lev-
el.• 
10
catherine Brady, "A Comparison of Tlfo Methods of Teaching Spelling, n 
UnpUblished master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
Boston, 1948. 
6 
Another study of agreement in this field was made by Mary Ellen John-
son11 in 19.53 on the third grade level. She concluded her findings by stat-
ing that from the data analyzed, the flash-card method proved more effective 
with the subjects of her study although the difference was not statistical:q 
significant. The writer felt that had there been more homogeneity within 
the two groups as to mental &l1d chronological ages and Intelligence Quotient, 
and had both groups been average mentally the results may have showed more 
significant results. 
12 Parent, in her study of the flash-card method versus the spelling to-
day method or teaching spelling in grades two aDd three round the following 
results: 
1. In the second grade groups the flash-card method was more effective. 
2. In the third grade the study-test method was more effective. 
3. In the second grade groups the immediate recall scores every week 
except the fourth and sixth weeks showed the nash-card method to be supe-
rior. '!he total immediate recall scores resulted in a statistically criti-
cal ratio or 263. 
4. In the third grade groups every week except the second and fifth 
weeks showed the Spelling ~method to be superior. The total immediate 
recall scores resulted in an insignificant critical ratio or 1.10 • 
.5. In the second grade groups the total delayed recall scores result-
1.~ Ellen Johnson, "A Comparison of the :Flash-Gard Method of Teaching 
Spelling With the Study-Test Method of ~ Spelling in Grade Three,• Un-
published master's thesis, Boston University School ot Education, Boston, 
1953· 
1~eline B. Parent, "Comparison of the Flash-card Method of Teaching 
Spelling With the Spelling Today Kethod In Grades Tiro and Three,• Un-
published master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 
19.52. 
7 
ed in a statisticallY critical ratio of 1.97. 
6. In the third grade groups the total delqed recall scores result-
ed in a statistically insignificant critical ratio of .40. 
With reference to the thesis written favoring the study-test method, 
!4~13 in her stu~ of the flash-card method versus the Newlon-Hanna method 
found the latter to be superior throughout the entire experiment. In her 
analysis of data, she found the following results: 
In immediate recall results for the total group, the Newlon-Hanna meth-
od was slightly superior. 1be difference however, was 8Jilall. In the week 
by week comparison of results in grade four, in five out of six weeks the 
Newlon-Hanna method was slightly superior. In grade five the Newlon-Hanna 
method proved superior in every case. 
14 . 
Beck, in her comparative study of the flash-card method with the study-
test method of :IIJiy Spelling• made the following statement: "From the present 
investigations it would seem that the study-test method of IIJI;y Spellir~g• was 
superior to the flash-card method in grade four in these two groups of 70 
average fourth grade pupils.• Her findings were listed as follows: 
1. The "1q Spellingv method made an actual gain of 266 words over the 
flash-card method in the total weekly scores in immediate recall for the six-
week period. 
2. In immediate recall the total scores of the 70 pupils established 
1
.3:Ri ta c. Mundy, "Comparison of the Flash-card Method of Teaching Spelling 
With the Newlon-Hanna Method in Grades Four and Five, • Unpublished 
master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1942, 
P• 55. 
1hw.ldred L. Beck, 1'Comparison of the Flash-Card Method of Teaching Spell-
ing With the Study-Test Method of "ll;y Spelling in Grade Four, tt Un-
published master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 
19 48, PP• 36-8 • 
8 
a mean score of 55.23 and a standard deviation of 6. 72 in "11y Spelling• 
method compared to a mean score of 51.03 and a standard deviation of 9.93 
in the flash-card method. The critical ratio of 2.917 was statistically 
significant. From this data it would sean that the -"My Spelling" method 
had the higher immediate recall results. 
3. The week by week comparison of the two methods found the follow-
ing results: 
1be first, second, fourth, a.nd six weeks favored the "My Spelling• 
method. '!he critical ratio was statistically significant for the second 
week as it was 3.918 in f'avor of' the lfJiy Spelling., method. 'lhe fourth week 
the critical ratio was 3.316 and was statistically in favor of the "JJ,y Spell-
ing• method. 
The sixth week the critical ratio was again in f'avor of the ''My Spell-
ing" method and was 20.00. It was statistically significant. 
The third and fifth week were slightly in f'avor of the flash-card meth-
of but the critical ratio or .954 for the third week and .268 for the fifth 
week were not statistically significant. 
The del~ed recall results of the 70 pupils were slightly in favor of 
the "lfy Spelling" method. The critical ratio of .936 was not statistically 
significant. The pupils had 3568 actual words correct out of a possible 
4200; or 85 per cent in the "ll;y Spelling" method and 3474 actual words cor-
rect out of a possible 4200; or 82 per cent in the flash-card method. 
15 Devine says of the study-test method that, to pronounce a word to the 
15verna G. Devine and c. E. Hulten, "Pre-Testing and Spelling Ability," 
Elementary English Review, 1927, 4:117-121. 
9 
pupil, and to have him determine, without writing the word, whether or not 
he is sure of its spelling, would seem to be a type of procedure which will 
tend to develop the so called "spelling consciousness• wbich students of 
this subject agree is necessary for spelling efficieney. 
Johnson1Q states that in the stuqy-test method of instruction, "Children 
are introduced to the word in a meaningful situation. 'lhey see a word in 
its correct form and learn its meaning by reading it in a story or by using 
it in a sentence which expresses an idea. He agrees with Devine when he 
says that there is no doubt that the study-test method is an improvement o-
ver the test-study method. He also indicated that, -Motivation is the pri-
mary feature in the study-test method, which seems to make this method supe-
rior •. · Children can learn to spell if the program is appealing and the in-
terest is high. • 
17 . Thompson in his study of modern spelling instructions states that, 
A study of the effectiveness of teaching spelling must be 
directly concerned llith certain curriculum problems which 
have to do with the number of words to be taught, the se-
lection of these words, and their proper grading, for the 
efficiency of the teaching will depend in part on these 
favors. 
Even though the test-study method of teaching spelling has been said 
to be superior to the study-test method, data reveals that this evidence is 
not conclusive. Most advocates of the test-study method base their proof on 
the idea that it is a time saving method of instruction, but 1b.ompson sug-
gest, "'£ words tha.t can be spelled initial.ly by only 30, 40, or 50 per cent 
16Leslie w. Johnson, "study-Test Method is Superior," Nations Schools, 
July, 1950, L6:51-52. 
17Robert s. Thompson, "'!he Effectiveness of lbdern Spelling Instructions, • 
Contributions to Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, New . 
York, 436:76-71: 
to 
of the pupils were used, then the study-test method would not be so waste-
ful of time and the pupils would gain the advantage of class instruction.• 
18 Durrell says of this explanation that, 
The test-study spelling method has been advocated by people on 
the ground that it saves time in locating words needing emphasis 
in class. The chief argument against this method is that the 
child may practice errors unless he is successful on the initial 
presentation. The best criterion as to the usefulness of the 
test-study method for a particular group is the per cent of li'Ords 
spelled correctly on the initial test. 
If 90 per cent of the words to be taught have already been mas-
tered, the test-study method probably saves time and results in 
little initial dull or errors. However, if a child misses 30 
per cent or more of the words in the initial test, the method is 
obviously unsuited to him, since it produces more practice in co~ 
fusion. For faster learners, then, the test-study method can be 
recommended, while for slow learners presentation and study should 
proceed testing. 
According to Gates19 investigation on these two methods of testing 
pupils spelling abilities, his findings are in accord with other writers. 
He states, 
With reference to the management of the easy words, words already 
known well enough to be spelled correctly the test-study plan 
seems to have all the better arguments. It is, in fact nicely 
designed to save the pupil from needless over learning of words 
he can already spell with some measure of consistency. 
The study-test plan, then, may tend to waste time on t he study 
of •easy• words already known well enough or nearly well enough 
for .successful usage, whereas the test-study plan tends to waste 
time upon study of "hard• words which ought not be studied until 
later. 
Gates, in his conclusion made the following eq>lanation: 
18 
Ibid 
The writer's observations were that in the stu~-test p1an pupils 
were held to the use of better techniques of learning to better 
distributions of time on different words, to more adequate check 
l9 Arthur I. Gates, ttExperimental Comparison of the Study-Test and Test-
Study Method in Spelling," Journal of Educational Psychology, Januar,y, 
22:1-19. 
11 
up or resu.l ts. Wherein, in the test-study procedure, pupils 
are given less adequate guidance, and often their supervision 
is superficial. 
20 In Clifford Woody's exper:i.ment of the evaluation of the study-test 
and test-study methods of instruction concluded that there was no sig-
nificant difference resulting from the use of the two methods, either from 
the standpoint of the gains made or from the influence of the methods on 
the total number of errors, the total number of different errors, or on 
the number of errors made on the first test presisting in a~ of the later 
tests. 
Kilzer•s21 study proved co~paratively the same results as those of 
Woody's. He does agree however, that it is worthwhile to study spelling 
occassionally. 
With evidences of previous studies of the flash-card method and the 
study-test method of teaching spelling, it is the purpose of this study to 
determine which of these methods will prove more effective with a group of 
average pupils in the fourth grade classes at the Perry Elementary School 
in Brunswick, Georgia. 
20 
Woody, Clifford, •The Evaluation of Two Methods of Teaching Spelling,• 
National Socie~£! College Teachers of Educ~tion, Fifteenth Yearbook, 
University of C cago Press, Cbicago,~no1s, l926, PP• 155-171. 
21t. R. Kilzer, "The Test-Study Versus the Study-Test Method in Teaching 
Spelling," School Review, 1926, 46:521-525. 
12 
C HAP T E R III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose ot this stuccy- is to compare the flash-card method ot in-
struction with the study-test method ot teaching spelling, to determine which 
method proves more etf'ecti ve. 
'!'he following experiment was conducted in the Fourth Grade classes at 
the Perry Elementary School in Brunswick, Georgia, during the first semester 
of' the 1954-55 school year. '!he subjects tor the experiment included eighty 
pupils, grouped according to the results ot the Knhlman-Anderson Intelligence 
test and the pupils prior abilities to spell the entire list ot words select-
ed tor this experiment. 
At the beginning of the experiment, the children in these classes were 
grouped into tiro groups, A and B respectively, possessing as nearly as pos-
sible the same mental abilities and the same opporttmities for learning. 
Each group consisted or forty" pupils, a total of eighty- children were used 
in the experiment. 
The spelling words used in this experiment were selected from. the reg-
ular spelling text now used in the present school SY'Stem. A total number of 
twenty words were taught each week by an alternative response o:t both the 
flash-card and stucV-test methods of instruction. These twenty words per 
week were taught tor six weeks, making a total of one hundred twenty words 
studied in the entire experiment. 
During the seventh week, after all ot the words bad been taught~ the 
children were tested on the entire list of one hundred twenty words. This 
test, referred to as the final test, made the determination of the amount 
· o:t temporaey gain resulting from both methods of instruction. An example 
of the testing procedure is as follows: 
13 
Group A Group B 
First Week Flash-Card Method Stu~-Test Method 
20 Words 20 Words 
Second Week study-Test Method Flash-Card Method 
20 Words 20 Words 
Third Week Flash-card Method Stu~-Test ¥ethod 
20 Words 20 Words 
Fourth Week Study-Test Method Flash-card Method 
20 Words 20 Words 
Fifth Week Flash-card Method Stu~-'l'est Method 
20 Words 20 Words 
Sixth Study-Test Method Flash-card Method 
20 Words 20 Words 
Seventh Week 120 Words in two 120 Words in two 
groups, 60 words groups of 6o words 
each. each. 
Indi Tidua.l cards were kept of each pupils work. Results of data. was 
caupiled into tables as will be seen in the following chapter of this thesis . 
In addition to the COJJPilation of data derived from groups A and B respec-
tivel.1', another table will include responses made by the top half of the 
eighty pupils who made the highest scores and the bottom half who made the ... 
lowest ·scores, to determine whi.ch method proved more et.feetiTe wi.th pupils 
possessing practically the same.learning abilities• 
The same amount· of time was uti,lized each day :: .tor both· groups. of pupils 
during the entire experiment. At, least fifteen to t.ent7 minutes were re-
served each dq immediate~ following the lunch hour for this stl.td71 while 
all pupils were in the same condition tor studying. 
:1 4 
Precautions were taken at the beginning of the "investigation to give 
all pupils the same opportlUli. ties tor leaming, therefore, no textbooks were 
issued at all during the CCMJ~Plete stUd1'• 
.;;.D.;.esc;;..;;..;;ri~p:~~..t.;;.i""""o.-n 25. Methods: . 
'!'he following procedures were followed in determining the results ot 
the ·nash-card and stl:ld1'-test methods ot instructions, to determine which 
method proved more effective. 
The .Flash-Card Methods 
Preparations were made prior to the investigation for the . .flash-card 
method of instruction. Each work to be taught was manascripted w1 th a blount 
poirit pen and black ink on oak tag cardboard ..du.ch measured 12 x 4! inches 
so that each letter could be clearly recognised by every child. Ma.DUeer:Lpt 
wa,s used instead ot cursive writing because of the explanation derived trom 
Jlargaret E. SD)'der• sl, report on "How to Teach Spelling, • who states that, 
"Mamlscript writing in the lower grades tend toward better spelling than 
does cursive writing.• Lindahl2 in her study seems to support that statement 
when she sqs 1 •'!he teaching., ot :manuscript writing indir~tly promotes the 
le&fning of spelling.• 
A group ot fiYe words were taught each day tor four dqs per week, with 
a testing of the twenty words for the week intervening on . Friday. '!he pro- . 
cedure followed tor this method of instruction was as t61101t'S l 
l:tlargaret E. SD;yder, "Haw , tO Teach Spelling, • 1he Grade TeaCher~ · Darien, 
Connecticut, February 1916, , P• 44. -
2H. 11. Lindahl, -"Etfect ot Jlalm'scrip,t _. Writing on LearrlUlg to Spell," 
Childhood Education, Febru.aey, 1938, 14:277-8. · 
15 
On Jronday', the pupils were introduced to each new word. The teacher 
would hold up the card with the printed words in front of the class one at 
the time and pronounce it, followed by the coiTect pronunciation from the 
entire uoup• Afterwards, each word was spelled orall7 by one pupil or by 
the entire group. 1he meaning of each word was determined by having the. 
pupils give a meaning for each of the YOrds tll&t thq were familiar with 
and the teacher defiJl:i.ng the untamiliar words. 1he children were then ask-
ed to make original sentences using n81J words. 
Atter each word had been pronounced, spelled orally 1 defined and used 
in sentences, a game was plqed with each new word. 
The teacher would say 1 tiNcnr children, we are going to plq a game with 
each of your new words. I will show you each word three -times. The first 
time, you are to look at the word careful~. When it is removed, you are 
to write the word just as you think it should be written. 1he second time, 
16 
you are to check the word on the flash-card, then check your spelling and 
correct any mistakes, if you have 8f17• 1he third time, you are to check the 
spelling on the tlash-card and then check your spelling for final. corrections.• 
. To make sure tba t each work was spelled correctly by each pupil, the 
teacher placed each card on the ledge ot the blackboard and checked the spell-
ing with the entire group. For the remalni ng mirm.tes ot each period, the 
Words were removed from the board and each child wrote for memory each ot 
the tive words dicta ted to them by the teacher. 1he mispelled words were 
checked in class and asked to be studied because they were reviewed the 
tollowing day. 
On Tuesday, the 1r0rds mispelled on Monday• s assigunent were reviewed, 
then the next five words were introdnced in the same manner as the words 
taught Monday. 
On Wednesday, all of Tiles~• s mispel.led. words were cheeked and the 
third group· of words were introduced as previously. 
On Tlmrsday, all of the mispelled words for the week were reviewed and 
the final group ot 110rds were studied and checked. 
On Fri.clq-, the entire list of twenty words were reviewed during the 
first :!err :miD:Ltes of the class period. Dlen, all of the 1r0rdB 1rere wr1 tten 
by the pupils as the teacher pronoUlleed them. 
:!'.!!! stuey-rest llethoda 
The s'tud1'-test procedure followred very :much the same procedure as those 
edited by other experimental investigators of the study-test method ot in-
etrnction. 
A group of five D61r words were taught each day :for a number of :four 
days per week, with a testing of the complete list of twenty" 'WOrds to be 
studied on Friday of each week. Each day during the week the teacher will 
review the words mispelled on the previous days of the week. 
The teaching procedure :for this method was as follows: 
The teacher pronounced each word slowly and wrote the word on the board 
as she pronounced it. ·Each word studied was clearly de.t'ined by the pupils 
or the teacher and each word was then · used in original sentences by members 
of the group. 
Each syllabl.e in the words were ana.lyzed and the dii'f'icul.t syllabl.es 
were underlined so that each pupil could get a clear picture of that partic-
ular . portion and in terms put more emphasis on studying that part of the 
r 
word. Indi"fi.dual pupils were then asked to spell the word orally, or the 
entire group was asked to spell the word silentl:y. Each pupil was asked to 
<17 
look close:cy- at each word and then close his eyes to see if he could. see 
the word imaginar;y. 
ibe teacher then directed the children to look at the word~ write it, 
and spell it silen~ as they wrote, and then make comparisons wi tb the 
words on the board. She gave them an opportunity to do this at least three 
times so that they could get a clear picture of each word. 
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After presenting each word of the assigllllent in this manner 1 the teach-
er allowed the children a tew miDu.tes to study, using whatever method he felt 
was most helpful, also to study whatever words he mispelled on the previous 
dqs ot t.be particular week concerned. 
In the later part of the spelling period, the teacher tested the pupils 
on the day's assignment. After the papers had been scored, each child was 
asked to stud;y the words he mispelled tor the next day•s assignment. 
The same procedure was followed tor all other days of the week except 
Friday~ where the children spent approximately ten ainu.tes ·rev.iewing the en-
tire list of twenty words. During the last ten E.nutes of the period, the 
children were tested on the complete list ot words studied tor the week. '!he 
same method. prevailed throughout the experiment. 
Prelimina;r. Test~z 
'l'l:le tollor.l.ng .factors were considered before the actual study begun. 
Such tests determi.Ded the grouping of the pupils in their respective groups. 
~ Chronological Age Distribution: 
On September 17, 195h, form C of the Kulhman Anderson Intelligence Test 
was administered to a group ot eighty fourth grade pupils. After the results 
were tabulated~ the children were grouped into two equal groups, A and B re-
speetive:cy-. The chronological and mental age results were distl-ibuted as 
19 
equa.ll7 as possible with the pupils involved. 
The following figures give results of the 'Yarlous groups: 
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Figure I 
Chronological Age Distributions in Each Group 
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Figure II 
)(ental Age Dis tributions in Each RGOlll 
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Figure III 
Initial Spelling Scores for Each Group 
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Figure I shows the chronological age distributions of the two groups 
of pupils used in this aEpex::Lment. The age limit in group A o:t :forty- pu-
pils ranged from 8 years 3 months to 11 years 2 months with a median score 
o:t 9 years 1 month. For group B, the ages ranged the same as in group A 
which was 6 years 3 months to 11 7ears 8 months, but the median age :tor 
this particular group was 9 years. 
Figure II shows the llental Age Distributio ~ :tor the two groups used 
in this experiment. The ages ranged fran 8 years to 11 )"ears 2 months in 
group A with a median score o£ 9 years 1 month. In group B, tJ.le ages ranged 
from 8 years to 10 years 10 months w1 th a median score o£ 9 )"ears 5 months. 
Figure III shows the results of the pupils responses made on the pre-
vious prel:l•d na17 testing o£ the one hundred twenty words used in this ex-
periment. Data reveals that out of the possible 4800 words of the fort,' 
pupils in group A, only 1918 words were spelled, a total. of 40%. The medi-
an score was 36.88. Of' the forty pupils in group B, out o:t the same llUilber 
o:t possible words to be spelled, only 1680 words were actuall7 spelled, a 
total o:t 37%• The median score being )6.80. 
Because of the ina.bili'V of the pupils to spell most o£ the words of£ 
hand, this list was considered suitable because of the explanation derived 
from Woody•s3 stud;y who states that, words should be chosen ha'Villg an ex-
pected standard of correctly' spelled words so as to have sufficient diffi-
cul. ty in the study to guarantee that children would be able to spell most 
of the words at the beginning of the iDVestigation. 
3cli:t.tord Woody, •1he Evaluation of 'l'wo Methods of Teaching Spelling,• 
Studies in Education, The Uni versi t7 of Chicago Press, Yearbook XV, p 160. 
'lhaa.pson4 advocates that, i.f words that can be spelled initially by 
only 301 hO or SO per cent of the pupils are used, the stuc:\r-test method 
would not be wastetul of time am pupils would gain advantage of class in-
struction. 
~obert s. 'thompson, "'!'he Ef'feetiveness of Jfodern Spelling Instruction,• 
Teachers College, Columbia Universit,y, Contributions of Education, 
436:77· 
Handwriting has proven to be one r4 the chief factors in learning to 
spell. To verify this statement, Johnso.J in her experiment relates that, 
Learning to spell is a Jl&tter or arranging the right letters 
in the right order without omission and without a surplus or 
letters. 'ftlis is a problem of perceptual organization. Such 
organization is based on a framework of letter arrangement 
upon the ground wbich is usually paper. Much depetXls upon 
configurational learning as letters forming whole (words) tak-
en on a quality of form that eD&bles the writer and reader to 
recognize the arrangement. When this skill is mastered, the 
individual has made a start toward the development of a writ-
ing voeablll.ary. 
6 Varty advocates that, the writing of spelling words teaches ham-
25 
spelling to some degree, liP-spelling it the letters are whispered, or ear 
spelling it the syllables are said, and ·teaches eye-spelling as the eyes 
watch the writing. 
Durrell7 likewise gives support to this explanation when he said that, 
"Speed of handwriting is important for automatic, accurate spelling. While 
rapid writers make spelling errors, children with spelling difficulties are 
often slow writers ... 
For these reasons, a writing test was also administered to the eighty' 
pupils used in this experiment. The test was composed of the following 
sentences: 't>ur writing is easy tor othere to read when we write well. We 
must know hOW' the letters are formed and what size to make them.• An exam-
SLeslie w. Johnson, •study-Test· Jlethod is Superior in Teaching Spelling,• 
Nations Schools, July, 19$0, h6:Sl-2. 
6J. w. Varty, IIJianuscript Writing and Spelling Achievement,• Teachers 
College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education, Dee., 19.38, 
Lo:252-3. 
1nonald D. Durrell, tiJmprovement ot Basic Reading Abilities, • World Book 
ComparJY, 19b0, P• 273=74. - · 
2 6 
ple of this test will be found in the appendix. 
The children wrote for one mimte, each at his own rate of speed. 
Afterwards, the words were counted and the results tabulated. 
Figure IV shows the results of the figures as tabulated from the writ. 
ing test. In group A, the pupils words ranged from 13 to 38 words per min-
ute. 'rhe medium score for this particular group being 21.43. For group B 
the words per mimlte ranged from 13 to 37 words per minute, with a median 
score of 23. Had the words been shorter words with ferrer letters in each, 
the writer felt that a larger number of words would have been written dur-
ing this length of time. !he quality ot each pupils work will be seen in 
table number two concerning statistics of each pupils abilities. 
Table II gives the actual scores that the pupUs made on all of the 
prelimin&ry' tests used in this experiment. 
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Handllri t:l.ng Speed of Each Group 
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Chart II 
Statistics Comerning Each Child 
Group A 
Init. Band-
No. Sex C.Ae M.A. Spell- wrtg. 
Score Speed 
1 F 8-3 9-3 59 24 
2 F 8-10 9-6 39 27 
3 F 8-10 9-9 36 15 
4 F 8-10 8-9 62 32 
5 F 8-U 9-3 19 22 
6 F 9-o 8-8 52 31 
7 F 9..0 9-7 38 27 
8 !I 9-o 9-5 49 lh 
9 F 9-0 9-3 51 20 
10 )( 9..0 8-6 53 22 
11 F 9-1 9-7 66 38 
12 F 9-1 9-'J 37 21 
13 F 9-2 1o-5 43 26 
14 F 9-2 9..0 20 30 
15 F 9-2 9-8 64 22 
16 M 9-2 8-4 112 22 
17 F 9-2 9-9 h8 21 
18 ll 9-2 9-Q 37 18 
19 F 9-3 9-5 20 22 
20 F 9-3 8-10 60 24 
21 F 9-4 9-3 52 13 
22 F 9-5 9-7 71 17 
23 F 9-7 8-3 40 28 
24 F 9-7 8-6 105 27 
25 F 9-7 1()-0 37 20 
26 )( 9-8 8-o 40 24 
27 )( 9-9 10-0 61 18 
28 F 9-9 9-7 99 28 
29 M 9-11 9-ll 43 32 
30 J( 9-11 10-5 !,6 26 
31 F 1Q-1 9-ll 33 13 
32 F lo-2 9-6 33 2h 
33 ll lQ-2 1()..() 52 13 
34 F 10-4 9-ll 39 33 
35 F J.G-4 8-9 19 17 
36 F lo-5 8-9 31 28 
37 )( 1o-8 11-2 49 19 
38 )4 11-1 9-7 37 33 
39 M ll-1 9-7 11 2h 
40 M 11-2 1Q-1 29 22 
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Chart II 
Sta tisti.cs Concerning Each Child 
Group B 
!nit. Hand-
No. Sex c.A. M.A. Spell. wrtg. 
Score Speed 
1 F 8-3 8.o 36 24 
2 F 8-4 8-6 38 28 
3 F 8-9 9-1 26 24 
4 F 8-10 9-3 68 20 
5 F 8-ll 8-8 34 13 
6 F 8-ll 8-6 31 27 
7 )( 9..0 9-3 54 26 
8 F 9..0 9-9 S1 26 
9 M 9-o 9-10 37 2l. 
10 F 9.,.1 9-4 21 19 
ll 14 9-1 9-4 100 l6 
12 F 9-1 9-5 18 26 
13 F 9-2 9-4 61 37 
14 F 9-2 8-7 55 27 
l5 :v 9-2 9-6 44 23 
16 M 9-2 9-2 14 20 
17 F 9-3 10-2 98 26 
18 F 9-h 9J) 21 25 
19 l( 9-4 9-2 43 13 
20 F 9-5 9-3 b5 17 
21 F 9-5 10-1 14 26 
22 F 9-6 9-8 18 26 
2.3 M 9-6 1o-6 34 26 
2h F 9-6 10..1 37 20 
25 F 9-6 9-o 53 19 
26 F 9-1 9-6 34 18 
27 l( 9-7 8-8 97 21 
28 F 9-8 9-Q 98 26 
29 l( 9-9 1()..() 49 26 
30 )( 9-9 9..0 ll3 18 
.31 F 9-9 10..0 54 27 
32 M 10-3 8-8 41 20 
33 M 1o-7 9-<> 50 20 
3k F lo-7 9-$ 34 26 
35 M lo-8 9-5 26 2S 
36 l( lQ-10 9-4 40 29 
37 F 1Q-10 9-6 20 18 
38 F u-o 9-l 20 26 
39 F ll-1 1Q-10 4o 24 
40 F ll-2 8-6 42 13 
CHAPTER IV 
DlT.FltPRETATION OF RESULTS 
In compilimg date for this thesis the fo~lorlng tests were a.dmi.ni.s-
tered and results tabulated. The Kuhlman-ADd.erson intelligence test was 
given in order to determine the mental and chronological ages or each sub-
ject. The one hundred twenty' words used in this experiment were also given 
in two groups of sixty words each to find out the pupils prior abilities 
for spelling the complete list of words. 
'lhe eighty pupils used in this study were grouped into two equal groups 
according to results derived from the above tests, and results of same were 
tabulated so as to furnish evidence for this experiment. 
The purpose ot this study was to compare the tlash-card method ot in-
struction with the stud1'-test method ot teaehiDg spelling in the fourth 
grade to determine which method proves more effective. 
This study luted .tor six weeks. A total or tlrenty words per week 
was taught with a final testing of the entire list ot one hUI$-ed twenty' 
words given during the seventh week period. Results or findings ot both 
groups will be found in table III along wi tb an explanation of each. 
The roll011'ing table shaW's the actual number of words taught in the 
week by week rotation method ot the flash-card and study-test method ot in-
struction for the entire six weeks period. 
30 
Week 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
Total 
Total Gain 
Table I 
Actual Number of Correct Words Spelled in 
Each Group 
Flash-card Study-Test 
Possible Actual Possible Actual 
800 716 800 669 
800 700 800 574 
800 715 800 719 
800 762 800 652 
800 717 800 135 
800 740 800 679 
4800 4350 4800 4028 
322 
31 
?or the first week, out of the possible 800 words taught by the flash-
card method of instruction a total of 716 words were actll&lly spelled, where-
in out of the possible 800 words taught by the study-test metho·d only 669 
words were spelled correctly. A total gain of 47 words in favor of the 
flash-card method was recorded. 
During the second week a total number of 700 words were actually spell-
ed out o£ the possible 800 words taught by the flash-card method~ wbil.e in 
the study-test method of instruction 573 words were actual.ly spelled out of 
possible 800 words. '!be aetual gain being 127 words in favor of the flash-
card method. 
For the third week a total of 715 words were actually spelled out of 
the possible 800 words taught by the flash-card method, while a total 
number of 719 1r0rds were actually spelled out of the 800 words taught. A 
gain of 3 words were in favor of the stu.dy-test method of instruction. 
Week number tour averaged a total of 762 words actually spelled in 
32 
favor of the flash-card method of teaching out of the possible 800 words 
taught while only 6.$2 words were actually spelled out of the 800 words taught 
in the study-test method of instruction. This week the flash-card method 
gained llO words over the study-test method. 
For the fifth week period 717 words were actually spelled out of the 
total list of 800 words in the flash-card method of instruction, wherein 
73S words were actually spelled out ot the possible 800 words taught by the 
stuay-test method. A total gain of lB words were in favor of the st~-test 
method of instruction. 
For the sixth week, out of the possible 800 words taught, 740 words 
were act~ spelled in the flash-card method while 679 words were actually' 
spelled in the study-test method. A total gain of 61 words were recorded in 
favor of the flash-card method of instruction. 
Figure ·v shows the results of the week by week comparison of the two 
methods of instruction. 
Figure V 33 
Week by Week Comparison of Two Methods 
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~1e II 
Comparison of Total Scores of 80 Pupils in 
Grade IV in Immediate Recall 
Jl\ ... l S.E. No. llean s.n. s.E. Di:r£. 
80 55.69 7.59 .85 4.84 ·1.53 
80 5o.B5 . u.4o . 1.28 
or. Ratio 
3.163 
This table shows the ccmparison of the total scores of the 80 pupils 
in immediate recall. 'Jhe mean score of the 80 pupils in the Flash-card. 
method of instruction was 55.69 and the stamard deviation was 7.59. The 
mean score of the stud;y-Test method was 50.85 and the standard deviation 
was ll.4o. '!he critical ratio was 3.163 in favor of the Flash-card math-
od and is statistically ·significant. 
Figure VI- shows that in the Flash-card method of instruction a total 
of 4350 nrds were actually spelled out of a possible list of !,BOO words, 
making a total of 90 per cent. In the Study-Test method 4028 words were 
spelled correctly out of the hBOO words. The per cent of words correct 
in tb1s sttldy was 63 per cent. 
1bis figure shows that the immediate recall results were in favor ot 
the Flash-Card method of instruction wi. th a gain of .322 words over the Study-
Test method. 
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Figure VI 
Figure Showing Comparison of Total Scores of 
80 Pupils in Grade IV in Immediate Recall 
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Lined - Designates the Flash-Card Method of Instruction. 
White - Designates the Study-Test Method of Instruction. 
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Table nr 
A Week by Week Comparison ot Results ot Teaching 80 
Pu.pils in Grade IV by the 
Flash-Card vs Study-Test Methods 
No. llean S.D. s.E. ,;._}} S.E. Ditt. 
First Week 
40 18.26 2.68 •42 ).40 .78 
40 16.86 4.18 .66 
Second Week 
40 17.60 3·68 .sa 2.$4 ·90 
40 15.06 4.L6 .70 
ibi.rd Week 
40 18.00 2.98 .47 
40 18.36 .3~04 .48 .)6 .67 
Fourth Week 
.!1;> 18.70 1.72 
·21 1.94 .61 
40 16.76 3.50 .55 
Fifth Week 
40 18.L6 ).02 .h8 
40 18.50 .2.14 • .35 .oh •59 
Sixth Week 
40 18.)6 2.l:h .,38 1.06 .65 
LO 17 • .30 .3·34 .S3 
36 
cr. Ratio 
4..371 
2.822 
.531 
).180 
.0678 
1.6)1 
Table m shows a week by week comparison of the spelling methods 
using the same words but with each group using the two methods described 
in this ezperiment. 
1he .first week the mean score of the 40 pupils in the Flash-card meth-
od was 18.26 and the stamard deviation was 2.68. The mean score of the Jt) 
pupils in the study-Test method was 16.86 and the standard deviation was 
4.18. The critical ratio was 4.371 in favor of the Flash-card method. This 
critical ratio is statistically sig:ni:ficant. 
~e second week the mean score .for the 40 pupils in the Flash-Card meth-
od was 17.6o and the standard deviation was ).68. '!he mean score of the 40 
pupils in the Study-Test method was 15.o6 and the standard deviation was 
4.46. 1he critical ratio was 2.822 in favor of the Flash-card method. This 
critical ratio is statistically significant. 
The third week the mean score for the 40 pupils in the Flash-Card meth-
od was 18.00 and the staiXlard deviation was 2.98. '1he mean score of the 40 
pupils in the Study-Test method was 18.36 and the standard deviation was 
3.04. The critical ratio was .537 in favor of the Study-Test method. This 
critical ratio is too small to be statistically significant. 
'!he fourth week the mean score for the 40 pupils in the Flash-card meth-
od was 18.70 and the standard deviation was 1.72. The mean score of the l,o 
pupils in the Stud;y-Test method was ' 16.76 and the standard deviation was 
3.50. '!he critical ratio e.s 3.180 in favor of the Flash-card method. ibis 
critical ratio is sta tisticall.y significant. 
The fifth week the mean score for the l,o pupils in the Flash-card meth-
od was 18.46 and the standard deviation was 3.02. The mean score of the 40 
pupils in the Study-Test method was 18.SO and the standard deviation was 
2.14. The critical ratio was .0678 in favor of the Study-~st method. This 
37 
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eri tical ratio is too small to be statistically significant. 
The sixth week the mean score for the 40 pupils in the Flash-Card meth-
od was 18.36 and the standard deviation was 2.h4. The mean score of the 40 
pupils in the Study-Test method was 17.30 and the standard deviation was 
,3.34. ihe eri tical ratio was le631 in favor ot the Flash-Card method. This 
eri tical ratio is again too small to be statistically significant. 
Weeks one, two, tour and six proved to be in favor of the Flash-card 
group. With three out ot the fG>ur weeks resul. ts being statistically signif-
icant. Weeks three and five were slightly in favor of the Study-Test method 
but the results were too small to prove statistically signi.tieant. 
Method No. 
Flash- 40 Card 
Study-
Test 
Table IV 
Comparison of Total Scores of 40 Pupils in 
Grade IV Wi tb the Lowest Scores 
in Immediate Recall 
llean s.n. s.E. J-_.,l S.E. Diff. 
51.13 7.20 1.14 8.13 2.08 
43.00 u.oo 1.74 
3 9 
Cr. Ratio 
3.908 
This table shows a comparisCil of the total scores ot the .40 pupils with 
the l.olrest scores in immediate recall. · The mean score ot the 40 pupils in 
the flash-card method was ~1.13 and. the standard deviation was 7. 20. 1!\e 
mean score of the )t) pupils in the study-test method was 43.00 and the stand-
ard deviation was u.oo. The critical ratio was 3.908, in favor of the Flash-
Card method and is statistically significant. 
Table V shaws a comparison of the total scores of the l,o pupils with the 
highest scores in immediate recall. lhe mean score of the !,o pupils in the 
flash-card method was 59.70 and the standard deviation was .,36. 1he mean 
score of the study-test method was 58.o6 and the standard deviation was 3.00. 
The critical ratio was .543 and is not statisticall:y significant, but slight-
11' in favor of the nash-<:ard method ot instruction. 
Method No. 
Flash-
Card 
study-
Test 
Table V 
Comparison of Total Scores of 40 pupils in 
Grade IV With the Highest Scores 
in Immediate Recall 
)(ean S.D. s.E. r-1l S.E. Diff. 
S9.70 • .36 .36 1.64 ).02 
sa.o6 ).00 ).00 
er. Ratio 
·S43 
Figure VII shows that in the flash-card metbod of instruction a total 
of 1960 words were actually' spelled out of a possible list of 2400 words 
spelled by the l.,o pupils making the lowest scores, making a total of 8 2 per 
cent. For the study-test method o~ 1706 words were aetu.ally spelled out 
or the possible 2400 words a total or 71 per cent. 2bis figure shows that 
the immediate recall results for the poor spellers were in favor of the 
flash-card method with a gain of 2S4 words over the study-test method. 
10 
Figure VIII shows that there was very little difference between the 
flash-card and study-test methods of' instruction. Out of the possible list 
or 2400 words studied in each group, 2381 words were actual.ly spelled in the 
flash-card method and 2)12 were actually spelled in the stu.cV"-test method. 
A total of 99 per cent of the words were in favor of the flash-card method 
and 96 per cent i n r avor or the study-test method. A gain of 69 words were 
in favor of' the flash-card method. 
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Figure VII 
Figure Showing Comparison of 'lbta.l Scores of 
40 Pupils in Grade IV With the Lowest Scores 
in Immediate Recall 
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Figure VITI 
Figure .Showing Comparison of Total Scores of 
40 Pupils in Grade IV With the Highest Scores 
in Immediate Recall 
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Lined~lash-card method 
Plain-study-test method 
Method No. 
Flash-
Card 80 
Study-
Test 80 
1.llble VI 
Compari8on of Total Scores of 80 Pupils In 
Grade IV In Delayed Recall 
Mean S.D. s.E. ,;_.,/ s.E. Diff. 
53.65 9.10 1.02 4.00 1.56 
18.65 10.50 1.19 
Cr. Ratio 
2.564 
1.bis table shows a comparison of the total scores of the 80 pupils in 
this experiment in delayed recall. The mean score of the 80 pupils taught 
by the flash-card method was 53.65 and the standard deviation was 9.10. The 
mean score of the study test method was 49.65 and the standard deviation was 
10.50. '.nle eri tical ratio was 2.564 in favor of the :flash-card method or in-
struction. This is a large gain but is not statistically significant. 
Figure IX shalrs that in the Flash-card method of instruction a total of 
4089 words were actually spelled out ot a possible · list of 4800 words, mak-
ing a total of 85 per cent. In the Study-Test method 3843 words were spelled 
correctJ.y out of the 4800 words. The per cent of words correct in the ex-
periment was 80 per cent. 
This figure shows that the del.ayed recall results were in favor of the 
Flash-card method of instruction with a gain of 246 words over the Study-
Test method. 
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Figure IX 
Figure Showing Comparison o£ Total Scores o£ 
80 Pupils in Grade IV in Delayed Recall 
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Lined - Designates the Flash-card Method of Instruction. 
White - Designates the Stuqy-Test Method o£ Instruction. 
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Method No. 
Flash-
Card 40 
study-
Test 40 
Table VII 
Comparison of. Total Scores of 40 Pupils in 
Grade IV With the Lowest Scores 
in De~ Recall 
Mean S.B. s.:E. ,;._Jl s.-E. Diff. 
46.87 8.30 1.32 6.12 1.75 
40.75 1·35 1.16 
cr. Ratio 
3.497 
This table sholrs a comparison of the total scores of the !10 pupils 
with the lowest scores in delayed recall. The mean score of the 40 pupils 
in the nash-card method was 46.87 and the standard deviation was 8.30. 
'!he mean score of the !,o pupils in the stud7-test method was !,o. 75 and the 
stamard deviation was 7 .35. The critical ratio was 3.497 in favor of the 
flash-card method and is statistically significant. 
Table VIII shows a comparison of the total scores of the 40 pupils 
44 
with the highest scores in delayed recall. '!he mean score of the lf() pupils 
in the flash-card method was 59.50 and the standard deviation was 1.26. The 
mean score of the stuq-test method was 56.82 and the standard deviation was 
3.1J6. 1he critical ratio of .209 was not statistically significant but 
slightly in favor of the flash-card method. 
llethod 
Flash-
Card 
Study-
Test 
Table VIII 
Comparison of the Total Scores of 40 Pupils in 
Grade IV With the Highest Scores 
in Delayed Recall 
No. Mean s.n. s.E. J--)( S.E. Diff. 
hO 59.50 1.26 .20 2•78 .58 
56.82 ).~ .55 
Cr. Ratio 
·209 
Figure X shows a ccaparison of the total scores of the 40 pupils 1fi th 
the lowest scores in delayed recall. In the flash-card method a total ot 
1722 words were actually spelled out of a list of 2400 words. In the study-
test method a total of 1564 words were actuaJ.ly spelled out of the poseible 
list of 2400 words. A total gain of 158 words were in favor of the flash-
card method. 
Figure XI shcnrs a comparison of the total scores of the 40 pupils with 
45 
the highest scores in delayed recall. For the flash-card method a total of 
2367 words were actuall7 spelled out of a list of 2400 words, while in the 
study-test method a total of 2129 words were actually spelled out of the 
possible 2ho0 words. A total gain of 238 words were recorded in favor ot the 
flash-card method of instruction. 
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Figure X 
Figure Showing Comparison of Total Scores ot 
40 Pupils in Grade IV With the Lowest Scores 
in Delayed Recall 
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Figure Showing Comparison of Total Scores ot 
40 Pupils in Grade IV With the Highest Scores 
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Lined - Flash-card Jrethod 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND COOCLUSION 
The purpose ot this study was to compare the flash-card method of in-
struction with the study-test metb.Gd of teaching spelling in grade four, to 
determine which of these methods prove more effective. 
From the present investigation it would seem that that flash-card meth-
od was superior to the study-test method in grade four in these two groups 
of 80 pupils of average abilities. 
'!he flash-card method made an actual gain of 322 words over the study-
test method in the total weekly scores in immediate recall for the six week 
period. 
In immediate recall the total scores of the 80 pupils established a 
mean score of 55.69 and a sta11dard deviation ot 7.59 in the flash-card meth-
od compared to a mean score of 50.85 and a standard deviation of ll.!.tO in 
the study-test method. The critical ratio of ).163 was statistical~ sig-
nificant. From these results it would seem that the flash-card method had 
the higher immediate recall results. 
The week by week comparison of the two methods found the following re-
sults: The first, second, fourth and sixty weeks favored the tlash-card 
method. The critical ratio was statistically significant for the first week 
with a score of 4.371 in favor of the flash-card method. For the second 
week the critical ratio was statistically significant with a score o£ 2.822 
in favor of the flash-card method. '!be fourth week the · critical. ratio was 
again in favor of the tlash-card method and was 3.180. It was statistically 
significant. 
The third and fifth week was slightly in favor of the study-test meth-
od but the critical ratio of .537 for the third week and .o678 for the fifth 
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week was not statistically significant. 
The flash-card method made an actual gain of 69 words over the stuey-
test method in the total weekly scores in immediate recall of' the Lo best 
spellers for the six week period. 
In immediate recall the total scores of' the 40 pupils in the advance 
group established a mean score of 59.23 and a standard deviation of .36 in 
the flash-card method compared to a mean score of 58.o6 and a standard de-
viation of' 3.00 in the study-test method. The critical ratio of .543 was not 
statistically significant. 
The nash-card method made an actual gain of 254 words over the stuey--
teet method in the total weekly scores in imrnedia te recall of' the 11) poor 
spellers for the six week perie!>d.. 
In :iJnmedia te recall the total scores of the It> pupils in the retarded 
group established a mean score of 51.13 and a standard deviation of 7 • 20 in 
the flash-card method compared to a mean score of 43.00 and a standard devi-
ation of 11.00 in the st~-test method. The critical ratio of 3.908 is 
statistically significant. 
1be delayed recall results of the 80 pupils were slightly in favor of 
the flash-card method. The critical ratio of 2.564 was not statistically 
significant. The pupils had 4089 actual words correct out of a possible 
4800; or 85 per cent in the flash-card method and 3843 actual words out of 
a possible 4800; or 80 per cent in the study-test method. From the above 
data it would seem that the delayed recall results were slightly in favor of 
the flash-card method of instruction. 
In delayed recall the total scores of the 40 pupils making the lowest 
scores established a mean score of 46.87 and a standard deviation of 8.30 in 
the flash-card method compared to a mean score of 40.15 and a standard devi-
48 
ation of 7 .35' in the study-test method. '!he critical ratio of 3.497 is 
statistically significant. 
The flash-card method made an actual gain of 15'8 words over the study-
test method in the total scores in delayed recall of the 40 poorest spell-
ers. 
In delayed recall the total scores of the hO best spellers established 
a mean score of 5'9.50 and a standard deviation of 1.26 in the flash-card 
method compared to a mean score of 5'6.82 and a standard deviation of 3.46 in 
the study-test method. '!he critical ratio of .209 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
The flash-card method made an actual gain of 238 words over the study-
test method in the total scores in delayed recall of the 40 best spellers. 
From all indications it would seem that the flash-card method of in-
struction is superior to the stud;y-test method in teaching spelling in a 
group of average pupils in the fourth grade. 
4.9 
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SIX FLASH-cARD LES&WS 
First Week 
Jlondq 
1. reach 
2. ashes 
,;. gather 
4. camp 
'· 
pack 
Tuesday 
1. alive 
2. pole 
3. hook 
4. chop 
'· 
rod 
Wednesday 
1. bay 
2. soup 
3· cracker 
4. September 
'· 
everything 
1hursday 
1. water 
2. carried 
3· baited 
4· shouted 
s. :firewood 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
Second Week 
llonday 
1. hog 
2. calt 
,3. born 
4. tame 
s. pail. 
Tursday 
1. rub 
2. po:ay 
.3· duck 
4. lamb 
s. bucket 
Wednesday 
1. chicken 
2. goose 
.3· puppy-
4. oats 
s. bumh 
thursday 
1. thinldng 
2. animal 
3. .friend 
4. carrot 
s. farmer 
Friday 
Write all or the words studied this week. 
Third Week 
Momay 
1. ari thm.etic 
2. thousand 
3· sometime 
h. case 
5. bead 
Tuesday 
1. point 
2. putting 
3· none 
4. bean 
5. sum 
Wednesday 
1. sime 
2. shell 
3· person 
h. finger 
5. number 
lhursday 
1. easy 
2. making 
3· hour 
4. always 
5~ tonight 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
Fourth Week 
Monday 
1. past 
2. sharp 
3. skin 
4. instead 
s. hammer 
Tuesday 
1. pencil 
2. mark 
3· wrote 
4. dried 
s. drew 
Wednesday 
1. pen 
2. ink 
3· heavy 
4. brush 
5. clay 
Thursday 
1. writing 
2. shell 
3· write 
4. tonight 
s. country 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
Fifth Week 
--
Monday 
1. dream 
2. sail 
3· true 
4. being 
s. drGWll 
Tuesday 
1. beg 
2. sink 
3· strong 
4. wake 
s. weather 
Wednesday 
1. finish 
2. ought 
3· wonder 
4. load 
s. float 
'lhursday 
1. brave 
2. tried 
3· eoul.d 
4. voyage 
s. harbor 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
Sixth Week 
--
ll.onday 
1. October 
2. huddle 
3· doctor 
4. bench 
5. wrap 
Tuesday 
1. slip 
2. heel 
3· knee 
4. shot 
5. touchdown 
Wednesday 
1. jaw 
2. sore 
3· sling 
4. football 
5. .fourth 
Thursday 
1. fought 
2. ahead 
3· coming 
4. week 
5. watching 
Friday 
Write all of the 1'10rds studied this week. 
............... ----------------------------
SIX STUDY-!&ST LESSONS 
First Week 
-
Monday 
1. reach 
2. ashes 
3· gather 
h. camp 
5· pack 
Taesday 
1. alive 
2. pole 
3· hook 
4. chop 
5. rod 
Wednesday 
1. bay 
2. soup 
3· cracker 
4. Septenber 
5. everything 
1bursday 
1. water 
2. carried 
3· baited 
4. shouted 
5. firewood 
Fridq 
Write al1 or the words studied tb:Ls week. 
Second Week 
-
Konday 
l. hog 
2. calt 
3· bom 
4. tame 
5. pail 
Tuesday 
l. rub 
2. pony 
3· duck 
4. lamb 
5· bucket 
Wednesday 
l. chicken 
2. goose 
3· puppy 
4. oats 
5. bunch 
'lhursd.ay 
l. thinld.ng 
2. animal 
3· friend 
., 
4. carrot 
5. farmer 
Friday 
\fri te al~ of the words studied this week. 
'Drlrd Week 
Monday 
1. arithmetic 
2. thousand 
.3. sometime 
4. case 
5. bead 
'1\lesday 
1. point 
2 • putting 
.3· none 
4. bean 
5. sum 
Wednesday 
1. since 
2 • shell 
.3· person 
4. .finger 
$. number 
1'hur:sday 
1. easy 
2. making 
.3· hour 
4. always 
5. tonight 
Friday 
Write all o.f the words studied this week. 
Fourth Week 
-
Monday 
1. past 
2. sharp 
3· skin 
4. instead 
5. hammer 
1\lesday 
l. pencil 
2. mark 
3· wrote 
4. dried 
5. drew 
Wednesday 
1. pen 
2. ink 
.3· heavy 
4. brush 
5. clay 
1bursday 
1. writing 
2. shell 
.3· write 
4. tonight 
5. COtUltry 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
Fittb~ 
Monday 
1. dream 
2. sail 
.3· true 
4. being 
s. drown 
Tuesday 
1. beg 
2. sink 
3· strong 
.4. wake 
s. weather 
Wednesday 
1. finish 
2. ought 
3· wonder 
.4. load 
s. float 
1hursday 
1. brave 
2. tried 
3· cou~d 
4. voyage 
5. harbor 
Friday 
Write all or the words studied this week. 
Sixth Week 
-
Monday 
1. October 
2. huddle 
3· doctor 
4. bench 
5. lii'&P 
Tu.esday 
1. slip 
2. heel 
.3· knee 
4. shot 
5. touchdown 
Wednesday 
1. jaw 
2. sore 
.3· sling 
4. football 
5. fourth 
'Blurs day 
1. fought 
2. ahead 
3· coming 
4. week 
5. watching . . 
Friday 
Write all of the words studied this week. 
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